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hese books are recommended by BlueInk Review, a fee-based
review service devoted exclusively to self-published books. Every
month, BlueInk compiles a list of their favorites for Booklist, as a
service to librarians hoping to incorporate self-published work into their
collections. BlueInk was founded by Patti Thorn, former book review
editor of Denver’s Rocky Mountain News, and Patricia Moosbrugger, a
literary agent who represents several best-selling authors. The company
delivers professional, unbiased reviews of self-published books written by
critics drawn largely from major mainstream publications and by editors
from prominent publishing houses. Stars reflect the decisions of BlueInk
reviewers and editors. Booklist is happy to bring this curated collection of
the best in self-publishing for adults and youth to our audience.

Adult
The Book of Squidly Light: The Continuing
Chronicles of Halycon Sage.
By Karima Vargas Bushnell.
2019. 248p. Delirious Walrus, paper, $14.99
(9781733428828).

This eclectic, genre-bending novel follows
The Life and Times of Halycon Sage (2019),
which introduced the eponymous Sage, an
amnesiac and celebrated author. Here, we
find him dwelling in a world recently purged
of modern technology and escaping into his
writing, unaware of how his words impact
a fluctuating multiverse. In a metafictional
conceit worthy of a Charlie Kaufman film, it
turns out that while Bushnell is the creator of
Sage, Sage is the author of Bushnell and the reality—our reality—where she exists. In Sage’s
world, he’s joined by a multicultural cast as
they navigate the discovery of a squid-like race
of intelligent extraterrestrials. Meanwhile, in
his fictional creation (our world), a mad dictator has attained power, threatening everything
that matters. The ambitious story is frequently
funny a la Terry Pratchett or Douglas Adams,
though not every joke lands. The novel eschews the darkness of dystopia, finding hope
in the shadows of apocalypse. It may include
too many elements (romance, literary criticism, spirituality, and more), but those seeking
escape will find this a delightful diversion.

CEO’s Digital Marketing Playbook:
The Definitive Crash Course and
Battle Plan for B2B and High Value B2C
Customer Generation.
By Thomas J. Donohoe.
2019. 250p. Koehler, paper, $17.95 (9781633939509).
658.8.

Donohoe employs the clear, confident narrative voice of a keynote speaker to offer best
practices and dispel costly myths and misunderstandings about digital marketing. His
book targets leaders of B2B or High Value
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B2C companies from which products or services cost at least a few hundred dollars. While
brand marketing works for their counterparts
in lower–price point B2C industries, if marketing teams from Donohoe’s target audience
focus on achieving “impressions, clicks and
‘likes’ on Facebook, then [they] are setting
money on fire,” Donohoe declares. They need
to focus on return-on-advertising spending or intelligent
key performance indicators
like cost per qualified lead, he
advises. Donohoe includes
several detailed glossaries
defining relevant concepts,
both traditional and online.
He also offers insightful predictions of future social media and marketing
possibilities, including “up-funneling” tactics
that will allow businesses to reach prospective
customers before they even type an entry into
the search field. Fittingly, Mad Men character
Don Draper is mentioned several times. While
Draper never practiced the author’s tenets, he
certainly would insist his staff read this valuable book on today’s digital world.

From Wild to Mild: A Dog in Two
Worlds.
By Sunny Weber.
2019. 181p. Pups and Purrs, paper, $15
(9780996661270). Gr. 3–6.

Weber’s middle grade novel is the delightful, unique coming-of-age story of an
Australian Shepherd named Kaya. Narrated in
Kaya’s clear, reflective voice
and illustrated in endearing black-and-white pencil
sketches, the novel begins
when coyote Maka kidnaps
Kaya and brings her to his
family’s den to be eaten.
Taina, Maka’s mate and the
mother of his puppies, forbids Kaya’s killing and instead welcomes her

into their family. Even so, for two years, Kaya
struggles to become a coyote—until she’s
caught in a trap, rescued by animal aid workers, and brought to live on a farm among a
community of animals. This accomplished
narrative is written in elegant prose (“The
sky was clear, and just a few poofy purple
clouds floated, dotted with black birds as they
headed home to their sleeping roosts.”) While
occasional complex diction (e.g., “tornadic
wrestling”) and a Spanish-speaking character’s
dialogue may be too advanced for younger
readers, this lends the novel a cross-generational appeal. Kaya’s loveliness and spunk,
and the novel’s emphasis on familial love, are
perfectly suited to be shared between parent
and child, and read at any phase of life.

The Growth and Collapse of One
American Nation: The Early Republic
1790-1861.
By Donald J. Fraser.
2020. 636p. Fraser & Associates, paper, $24.95
(9780997080520). 973.3.

Fraser continues the American history he
began with his first book, The Emergence of
One American Nation (2016), while exploring
political themes that we continue to face, such
as what defines an American. The author contends that America was never homogeneous
and that minority groups fought hard to win
the right to be counted as fully American. He
starts with the establishment of the two-party
system, then focuses on slavery and federalism.
While the founding documents emphasized
equality, the Fugitive Slave Act (1793) and
Alien and Sedition Act (1798) made it harder
for minorities to become American citizens.
Some states abolished slavery, but others firmly
held onto the practice. Following these threads,
Fraser details the country’s slow march to Civil
War. His clarity, precision, and lively anecdotes
make this book highly readable. Fraser also
seems to have made a genuine effort to avoid
personal bias, as evidenced by the extensive
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referencing of sources, which will be useful to
readers. Highly recommended for readers of
American political history.

An Improbable Spy.
By David Paul Collins.
2019. 262p. iUniverse, paper, $20.99 (9781532080104).

This riveting spy thriller about an American
merchant banker drawn into a world of espionage centers on Jack Devlin, who narrowly
escapes Tehran during the 1979 Iranian hostage
situation. He loses almost all of his business
in the process, and more importantly, leaves the love of
his life, Farideh, behind. He’s
subsequently approached by a
trusted friend who offers him
a devil’s bargain: become an
expendable spy, one the agency will deny; help the CIA and
British MI6 obtain the ledger
of Farideh’s father, arms merchant Mustafa
Khaki; and they will get Farideh out of Iran.
Devlin is thus sent on a wild roller-coaster ride
through treachery and mayhem in the Middle
East, into a circle of agents, double agents, defectors, and collaborators, where his work could
easily cost him and his girlfriend their lives.
The settings ring with authenticity. The writing flows, the characters are engaging, and the
passages showing MI6, the CIA, and Mossad
deceiving each other to gain an advantage while
“working together” are chilling. This brilliantly
written espionage tale is as good as it gets.

The Lighthouse.
By Elaine Kozak.
2020. 362p. Tellwell, paper, $13.99 (9780228810544).

This novel opens with prodigal daughter
Leah Larsen returning to Taos, New Mexico, after her mother’s death from cancer.
Ten years have passed since Leah ran away
at 16, after giving her baby up for adoption.
She returns to the Lighthouse, the resort
her grandfather built and where her family resides when not in Vancouver, seeking
reconciliation with her father, a celebrated
composer. She reconnects with her aunt and
uncle who run the resort, grieves her mother’s
loss, and tries to come to terms with her past.
Unexpected twists abound, including the
possibilities that Leah could meet the child
she gave up, and open herself to romance.
The story is richly detailed and beautifully
told with many layers of history, viewpoints,
and mysteries revealed and resolved with
perfect timing. Kozak is a master of showing the characters’ inner lives and writing
richly evocative scenes (“for a brief moment
she felt her grandfather’s presence, like a
muscle rippling under the grainy warmth of
the structure’s adobe skin”). Overall, this is a
well-wrought and absorbing family saga.

The Nosferatu Conspiracy: The
Sleepwalker.
By Brian James Gage.
2020. 440p. KDK 12, paper, $16.99 (9780615530956).

The first installment of Gage’s Nosferatu
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Conspiracy series is a deliciously dark blend
of occult fantasy, alternate history, and apocalyptic fiction that will have readers furiously
turning pages until the end. Set largely in
1916 St. Petersburg, during
the reign of Tsar Nicholas II,
the main storyline revolves
around Grigori Rasputin.
An alleged holy man, Rasputin attempts to manipulate
members of the royal family
to bring forth an impending prophecy known as the
“Nosferatu apocalypse”: when the coming of
the Bloodchild will herald a new golden age
in which vampires rule the world. Rasputin,
a powerful vampire, must coerce Nicholas’
sickly son Alexei—the prophesized Bloodchild—to commit heinous acts to trigger
this new world order. The story offers an
action-packed storyline, relentless pacing,
well-developed characters, and powerful imagery throughout (“The building seemed to
hulk over him like a gothic monster waiting
to pounce” ). In addition, intriguing elements
make for a darkly stylish read: armies of giant
bats, witches, badass vampire hunters, blood
cults, and more. Simply put, this is an irresistible read. Dark fantasy and historical thriller
fans alike will devour this novel.

Success Skills for High School,
College, and Career (Christian
Edition).
By Cary J. Green.
2019. 230p. Dog Ear, paper, $19.99 (9781457568794).
248.83.

Green provides the ultimate Christianoriented crash course in college and career
preparedness for high school and college students with this self-help book. The author
advocates for leadership skills training for
young people and encourages readers to improve their “soft skills,” like critical thinking,
problem solving, written and oral communication: skills that “employers report . . . as
lacking in new hires.” To that end, the book
provides resources, templates, exercises, and
tools to equip readers for
success in any field by helping them become more
self-aware. For example, it
offers lists of reflective questions (“What do you think
your strengths are?”; “What
are you passionate about?”).
Action plans then guide
readers to put strengths to work and to mitigate weaknesses. Green often implores readers
to seek God’s help. The author covers extensive ground in just over 200 pages, offering
a thoughtful connection of applicable Bible
passages to every topic. Christian audiences
will appreciate his bold faith and the consistent message of honoring God’s will with
one’s work. Success Skills is a must read for
Christian readers looking to take full strides
toward improving their academic, professional, and interpersonal skills.

Youth
Penelope Windpipes: Learns the Power
of Staying Calm.
By Heather S. Lonczak.
2020. 40p. illus. Heather S. Lonczak, $16
(9781734468724). PreS–Gr. 2.

Young Penelope is notorious around her
neighborhood for screaming whenever she’s
upset—especially when her brother, Miles,
teases her. Her screams are so loud that loved
ones, strangers, and even local animals avoid
her. When Penelope gets her tonsils removed
and can’t scream for a few days, she’s shocked
to discover a whole new world, one in which
she can enjoy listening to and playing with
others. Meanwhile, Penelope’s new friend and
neighbor, Rosie, shows Penelope she doesn’t
need to let little things like annoying brothers
upset her. The story is entertaining, cohesive,
and peppered with clever details that parents
will appreciate. (When Penelope finally stops
screaming, she hears lovely sounds she never
noticed before: a toad croaking, birds chirping, “her dad singing offkey in the shower.”)
And the narrative contains a powerful message: Children are in charge of their own
emotions and reactions. The illustrations are
charming and colorful. With its likeable but
flawed protagonist and hopeful message, Penelope Windpipes is an appealing choice for all
families and particularly those regularly dealing with temper tantrums.

Teddy Roosevelt, Millie, and the
Elegant Ride.
By Jean M. Flahive.
2019. 210p. Philip W. Morse, paper, $14.95
(9780578544731). Gr. 3–6.

Flahive’s pleasing historical novel begins
as 96-year-old Millie visits Maine’s Seashore
Trolley Museum to witness the restoration of
the renowned “Narcissus,”
an electric trolley car that
was part of the transport
system popularized during
the early twentieth century.
Memories take her back to
a childhood in rural Maine.
The year is 1911 when a
fortune teller predicts that
seven-year-old Millie will someday meet a
“notable” individual. Three years later, she
meets former president Teddy Roosevelt as
he travels aboard the Narcissus. Over the next
decade, she learns about Roosevelt through a
budding friendship with a wilderness guide
who is closely acquainted with Teddy. Her
worldly curiosity is also piqued via conversations with a leading suffragette traveling the
trolley system. Rich in local and world history, the colorful story weaves information
throughout about WWI, a deadly pandemic,
and other events. Final words from the author
and real-life restoration project manager Phil
Morse lend insight into the historic transport
system. The engaging story will appeal to its
young audience, as well as train enthusiasts,
Teddy Roosevelt fans, and history lovers.
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